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In This IssueReading within the LINEs
DENLI ET AL., PAGE 583
A primate-specific open reading frame in LINE-1 retrotransposons both en-
hances LINE-1 mobility and promotes generation of exon fusion proteins,
contributing to retrotransposon-mediated diversity.The Making of a Mass Murderer
RASMUSSEN ET AL., PAGE 571
The plague-causing bacteria Yersinia pestis infected humans in Bronze Age
Eurasia three millenia before any historical records of plague but only acquired
the genetic changes making it a highly virulent, flea-borne bubonic strain about
3,000 years ago.Evolutionary Potential of Promiscuity
AAKRE ET AL., PAGE 594
Interacting proteins can coevolve through the generation of promiscuous vari-
ants, which serve as mutational intermediates that preserve the ability of the
two proteins to functionally interact while they evolve.EF-fective Intoxication
WHITNEY ET AL., PAGE 607
The ubiquitous translation factor EF-Tu steps out of its typical role to help a Pseudomonas toxin access a target cell, which is
then sent into stasis rather than being killed.Disordered Conduct in Context
FREDERICK ET AL., PAGE 620
Sensitivity-enhanced NMR enables structural analysis of proteins at endogenous levels in a native biological context and re-
veals that the cellular environment alters the structure of an intrinsically disordered protein domain.Unzipping Recognition
RUBINSTEIN ET AL., PAGE 629
Protocadherin isoforms mediate neuronal self-recognition through a zipper-like association mechanism that allows recogni-
tion of isoform mismatches and chain-termination of the interactions.The Futility of Staying Warm
KAZAK ET AL., PAGE 643
Beige fat uses a futile cycle of creatine phosphorylation to dissipate energy and
stimulate mitochondrial ATP demand, thereby promoting thermogenic cold
adaptation.Collective Brain Dynamics Code Behavior
KATO ET AL., PAGE 656
Simultaneously recording the activity of nearly all neurons in the C. elegans
brain reveals that most active neurons share information by engaging in coordi-
nated, dynamic network activity that corresponds to the sequential assembly of
motor commands.Cell 163, October 22, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 525
Tails of Ethylene Signaling
LI ET AL., PAGE 670
MERCHANTE ET AL., PAGE 684
A translational repression mechanism in which the 30 UTRs of mRNAs act as
signal transducers that relay ethylene signaling in plants.Synthesizing Splicing Predictions
ROSENBERG ET AL., PAGE 698
A combination of synthetic biology and machine learning enables identification
of universal patterns of RNA splicing based on sequence motifs and prediction
of the effects of disease-related human SNPs.Hold On Loosely
HEIN ET AL., PAGE 712
Weak interactions shape the cellular protein interaction network, as determined
from proteomic measures of interaction specificities and strengths and protein
copy numbers.CFTR’s Opening Wave
SORUM ET AL., PAGE 724
As the CFTR channel pore opens, a ‘‘wave’’ of conformational changes propagates through the protein complex, straining the
interface where the prevalent cystic fibrosis mutation occurs.Fast and Flexible
MILLES ET AL., PAGE 734
Intrinsically disordered nucleoporins engage nuclear transport receptors
through many minimal, weakly binding motifs to form polyvalent complexes
that retain conformational plasticity, thus ensuring both rapid and specific
transport.Sweetening the Deal on an Anti-Viral
SWANSON ET AL., PAGE 746
Eliminating the mitogenic activity of a lectin by recalibrating how the protein
‘‘reads’’ surface carbohydrates expands its therapeutic potential as a broad-
spectrum anti-viral agent.Move over Cas?
ZETSCHE ET AL., PAGE 759
Cpf1 is an RNA-guided DNA nuclease that provides immunity in bacteria and
can be adapted for genome editing in mammalian cells.Cell 163, October 22, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 527
